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Two BCC students arrested in ()rouble burglary

By Liz Cash
Staff Writer

equipment, a color television, a
typewriter, a synthesizer and
albunas
-Cvere stolen from --lvtark
Crosby's BBC apartment during
semester break. Crosby is the
resident director of the BCC
student apartments.
Carl Andrews, chief deputy
for Penobscot County, said
$13,000 worth of items were
stolen from the Thomas
Kohlmeyer residense of East
Holden, Jan. 12. Items included
household appliances, stereo
equipment, a television, a
microwave oven and a number of
antiques. Andrews-said therelvas
evidence of forced entry.
Crosby called the UMOPD
Wednesday after he discovered a
missing album of his in Neale's
and Jackemeyer's apartment
when Crosby warned the students
to turn down their stereo.
Three more albums belonging
to Crosby were found, police

Two BCC students were
arrested Wednesday on charges
of burglary in connection with
$19,000 worth of stolen property.
George Jackemeyer' and Bud
Neale were arrested by UMO
police and the Penobscot County
Sheriff's Department at their
apartment on the BCC campus
and were taken to Penobscot
County Jail. Both Jackemeyer
and Neale were charged wittk•two
counts of Class B burglary. Bail
for each was set at $5,000 per
count: Neale was released Thursday upon posting bail. A
probable cause hearing for both
students is set for Feb.10.
Detective Terry Burgess said,
"ft is the largest burglary of the
school year, dollar wise."
Burgess said two separate
burglaries occurred. $6,000
worth of articles,including stereo

-2•••11—

•

said. Police reports said Neale
gave Crosby a reel-to-reel tape
deck-tor sate keeping aTter police
left. A short time after Neale had
left the apartment, Jackemeyer
returned and called t14 UMOPD
to report the tape deck.stolen.
The .police, looking_ tor...Neale
questioned-Crosby-and found the
tape deck with him. Burgess said
he found the name "Kohlmeyer"
inscribed on the tape deck and
called the county sheriff's office
for a computer check on the item.
A link was discovered when the
dispatcher - recognized
the
Kohlmeyer ifUne from the earlier
burglary,
Burgess
said.
Jackemeyer w.as„, taken into
custody at that poi/it:Neale was
arrested at the NCO Club on the
BCC campus.
Andrews said he estimates 90
percent of the stolen articles have
been recovered and he said
"Hopefully by the end of the

-

!
.
1

"" •

day, we-will have 95 to 99 percent
recovered..."
Many of the stolen items were
found in Jackemeyer's and
Neale's apartment, but some
were also found in priVate
residences in the Capehart section
of Bangor and in Somerset
County, Andrews said. Most of
the property has been returned to
the owners.
Ironically, Neale is a legal
technology student. Howard
Foley, professor and chairman of
the legal technology department
a_t_BC,C. said. "Thete is no police
department in the state of Maine
who would hire a person
- convicted of a felony. He said a
conviction would not rule out
employment in the private sector
of police work, in such areas as
private security. The legal
technology program does not
induce any type of penalty, he
said.
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Socialist blasts Reagan,calls him-"radical' _

.

'

Friday, Jan. 21, 1983
_

_

—
•

Joe Lecti.
Writer -

America -and possible solutions for it.
the cheapest • welfare state in the nists. which showed that for every
He said although he critical of the
federal dollar spent, military spending
world," he said.
domestic and foreign policy of the
produces the least amount of jobs.
On the world front, he said the
_ What's needed to combat the
United States, he does so from a love
United
States
should
stop
pormoting
economic crisis in the United States is a
for ,this country. "If you want to be
He called for an extension of 65
repressive graVernments and it should
'total iestrtictining Or American
a socialist and be serious about it then
for unemployment compensaweeks
seek an end to the arms race. "We're
industry and -the decision-making
you have to love your country and its
and
tion
a "real program of public
spending
sun-ITel
money
of such
process there, the leadership of people and believe
employment that would train people
they
can
tteeonimagnitude
that
wc
-could
wipe
disk
said
America
Sot/Mists
of
Democratic
plish things they haven't.
- eases--ritif all liVer the glebe- - if we /or future industries.at UMO Thursday night.
•
dontestiefront,
the
ct out money."
-Harringto
On
n -rediteed
Hatrington also called for eliminaMiChiel Harrington.- chili/wan of
said
also _cited a stu-dy_ by .the _- firm_ of _tax breaks for,the ' parasitic"
_
the_geography
He
of
.1J.
-Se
industry
is
the -DSk sitice--1973 said colpolate
International Association
going through-radical- changes.ricb •A
di-ssions affecting tthe- well-being- of
"American
industry
is
being
stray,:
communities and-workers should be
turally transformed. Auto workers
made from the bottom up instead of
that
have been laid-off'will not go back
the current mthod, from the top
to work. The steel. industry _will never
down.
• be the same." he said.
Harrington said President Reagan's
- Harrington. said some blue-collar
economic program has failed, to \ workers who now fincIlhemielves
laid
revitalize the economy as promised,. off -andwho previously make
more
He described Reagan's program as
than _S25,00_0 a year. will become
• 'welfare for the-tier
associate degree:01 nursingliom
welfare people. _"It's a change we
By Scett Mitten
':Reagan is a radical. :Hes the only
University of Maine at
haven't seen in. a long time.
(tie
Staff Writer,
president I've seen wV has actualfy
industrial
Augusta. She has experience_in
the
wen-fout to get legislared into!law kis
nlinairealth
nation
waire n national
the intaskive care and coronary
.W with
On Jan. 11, 1983, Janet Bilyk
...Impaigri _promises. 1-41-ktlAinktki.V4- he said.
care
unitsofthree hoQpirols, 0u4'si
-s"- notified by matt thit Ihe
--hisprogram is insane itnd ertitil. he
he:speaks'
retenttylli,St. Joseph Hospital in
-when
of the
bad iieeti-disrnissed ac, a partsaid. -- - ----- - —
-.7Bangor. ,.
unemplo:Led._the-welfare-reciPientrid-. - - titne nurse- -at Cutler- Heatti--_
Harrington 'was invited-to speak as
Center.
the blacks and the hispanics,-he is`not
From these hospitals. she
part of the Distinguished, Lecture
just talking about "them," but of _.-: Bilyk said. she received no _
brought positive references
Series.-1-ItikpOlEP to a.Sianding-roomstudents. as well.
priet"riatiee and ti----etwrentry.-:---1--44wiell- -fielPed land the`job--at
.
g.persons in the , : "You might be a student wOndering ,
t2
in70
botiujid
ss4k
erOtfkab
ylicsrhoi
_.g
onnlg
•
'-- --filet/v.6 grievanCe with UMO'S -._ Cutter.
if you'llfind a job orbti taking courses _
In accepting, the _position,
-L—Professional Grievance CommitHoward SehOnlierger. a prhfeSgof of-'--- just because it's of economl--e-nece-g.
Bilyk forfeited, benefits and
tee,- -contesting lite reasons
hi,stom,-...and 'a member of---the ,----sity;ILhe said,
sentonly at'ff."- TostWs-Tiiid
4
v
for
given
her
dmisSal.
committee that picks speakers for
He said Reagan Was elected lie
-accepted a cut in pay so she
Dr. George- Woos1,__.Cutler
t
t
,
cause PecTIt'didn't-Itkt'-iiinu'Y Carter
Wotic part time at St.
director,
Haiii—
i
Center's
woulcL
Harrington
turnout. He said having
ey also wanted things done in a
and fhJOseph's.
not com._ ' on personnel
different vvay:. Harrington; however.
speak at Havelc---.AouditOrium was —
matters and referred all
.......
i'mpOsSitie "heeause they are booked _ said Re_agart went_In the wrong
tons to Thomas _ Acete. _vice ".
ism,- air raised .'
-aVance-direction,-giving eiarmous tali breaks
--iiiOntbs-•-in
president for Student Affairs.
1 :
clues-. • -ns-a
-b.
ou..1 :-:
the personnel
to the corpoNte_ rich ip
.10Iarrin ton-45,_ been a social critic
Alzsdies
O sui
Yttible for Cgtrif -,,,,-• qUest
-ACCIP.waA onaai
'15)
.
1
1
7
k
Hecidil:re
dis't
s,a: UM011 which the
the-1950's.
hopes it would improve the economy. . ment.
and activist sinceMaine
'
Cam Va.• Will be
became recognized nationally becauseHe saidtespite popular miseoncep-- - .77
:-. Bilvk came to--4-tbe :health
addresiing.
Amercenter in Octobel• with an
tions, social spending
;
United
in
(tie
r - of hi's-1962 botik,'The Other
...The pattedwer-has
_ .
-$- •
•
$.4_
--tear:" a graphic aecbunt of p0vty in states islow •
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Nurse's dismissal
raises questions
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Faculty,administrators
speak-fo-r no charge

I-

otte
By Michad Davis
Staff Wfitt
.
ay with driving to
. Tim Stover, 20, a Chadbourne
endanger Ton ihe east side of
Aroostook' Hall.
Hall resident,will be referred to
The York
thu'otiliduct officer for drinking
Village resideni drove a 1973
in public-Jan. 15. Stover was
Volksvvagon across the snowcaught drinking beer .by the
covered lawn and through about
---front-door of Penobscotjlalt-and
15 people who were playing
dumped theei tiiitg beer
football. A Kennebec Hall
only after some urging,
resident escaped injury whiff
An hour and IS minutes later,
her left leg was struck by
Stover and Aryan Salter,A, of
Burlaank's vehicle. -Police
• StOdder
re-peered-Tor— - itoPped•Bitiblnk about 20 feet
assaulting Peter Marcinuk, 20, a
from whIrs.. the woman was
—iesldentassT.stntof Penobscot
struck
Hall, in the Stodder Quad -Jan.
15, .The two males were seized
Chadbourrie--Hafirttarni11t.
.-
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•

_

-

-
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4
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A 16 inch by -20 inch window
was brokenMonday night by an unidentified m•son who threw a
- wine bot4e in-the - Memorial • -Union bocks-tore. Police found
fresh footpints in the snoW and
pieces- a a T.1. Swann Apple
_Wuie botie.It is unknown at thi.time•trany.hing was taten
the store. Estimated damage to
the windows was less than $50:-\.

_
•
7_7"' •
_
•

By Nancy Kaplan
sent to organizations when requeiteci. Staff Writer
BiograptiterateirseiRO: produce news
UMO faculty and administrators releases and to inform the clubs of-the
41 speak for free to civic organizations speaker's specialty.
'.-t•• within Maine through the Public
There is no fee charged to the clubs,
Sp-c
al/all:wean.
howe
ver it is strongly urged that the
Avis Smith, iiblic information
specialist and, weekly calendar editor, club pay for tritvel expenses, Smith
said there Are more than 80 members said, __
"U-MO is neassociated in a give or
who volunteer their services through
the Bureau to civic groups such as the take co-op with other bureaus," Smith
said,-"but some departments do rely
rLions-Clutan
i d4he Rotary Club.
_j MeMbers, who speak on_sulljects_of ..9DP.thes speaker bureaus."their preference or on subjects assigned
--A1tcither1itograni713ü1reach,-_-which
to them,-cover many fields including is ,.now inactive, used
to---provide
'• art. economics . •,
6
high schools.
Elaine
A speaker - direcuiry,• printedhy Gershman, the associatedean
-for;
the
' Vu
-blic Information and Central College of•Arts and SCien
ces, refused
CiltiC organize-rolls to comment on the program md
-why it
for reference. Speaker biographies are is not currently activ
e.k
•

Help Wanted

The Soup Kitchen,
restaurant located in F
specializing in soups
entrees, has made s
ments for the spring se
improvements, made
• cerning the menu, the
the entertainment pro
pected to bring more s
- has already become a
sion --from the • nern
--routine of eating ina
•
Larry Rogers, the ki
said the-turnout 1
good so far, thanks i
increased publicity can
John McDonArd-Tim`pl
prised" by the number
have 'Taken...advantage

The Soup Kitchen is c
Thursday from 5:30 p.m.

_Personals

Meeting

love yoif

Student Employ•.tes.

_
The P'_Nut'3__F&rd Co-op
---May pick up W-L2 Fortis(TeX
Witlsolding
meeting for _411- __members and
those- -Statements)at the Sitiilent Payro
ll Office,
inferested in joining. Monday, Jan.
24at- 7 hr English/With Building
anyfirne
7 p.m., N. Lown Room, Memor
ial Union
before January 281h_
Call 581-1840.
-

Travel

Offered -

ywiattlay. Party
Singles..Mingles& Students -*here-Ws-WARM SPRING BREAK.C1 Share a home. A new affordable lifesty
le.
MARK 8274254. Think
Gracious 5 bedroom Colonial. Orono
BREAK-A-WAYS: Sung Recess in
location. $160 and utilities per person
per
Bermuda or Nassau-Sign up now for bet
month. Call Mickey Schneider,
Century .
accomodations. See Milliccif Perry at the
21 Columbia 947-118T
. -Memorial Union Information Center.

-

Help a -kid, bowl for prizes
BowlFor Kidsake

..5

Notnireltiiitar-Muffs For Sale
—
very warm and fashionable. Color 814
41t.
Price $7.00. See Per foduaess, 462
Estabrooke Hall, Phone 581-4546.
-

\
Group Sales Representatives wad
-(or:-Ski trips to Sugar-to:If at the Red
7- -Happy Birthday
Stallion Inn, 235-2791
-Karen

•-•

Theta Chi and the Big Brother/Big Sist
er Program
of Greater Bangor, who are_working
together on an
ongoing basis, are holding a bow
l-a-thon to raise
money for the Big Brother/Big Sister
Program.,It will
be held Feb 5, 12-4 p.m. at the Family
- Fun Lanes, rt.
,2-,-B4tigor: People will bowl one-string
and,they need
to_be sponsored for each point. SPo
lgor sheets are
avalkable—allocal N4,cDonaldse. Groups
of3- or less are
welcomed and they- can' be fraterni
ties, sororities,
dorms or any other group. There is
a $100 prize for
the person who raises the mostnione
y, and there ate
door prizes Which include a camera
-and-a dinner for
two. If you have any questions contac
t Brad Terrence
at 5814162.

For Sale

Classifieds

David Sergent reported a,dark- vehick, possibly a
'
fruck, fiont of the Alpha Tau Omega hcuse Saturday. The
vehicle drove in circles, causing-damage la the front lawn.
-Estimated damage was $100.

• Bishic Nicklund

Napoli
coupon tinw!

IOW

„sr

0
N _

1.00 OF
Any 17" or 19"
pizza with this
couponGood
"til
.13.83

Ottlf4AvorANis pica, "

r••

The coupons
that last til
your last
class.

I'm aceing anthropological concepts.
making the all-star-conference basket- ball-teamr_t_havp a hew sportscar
and My motRer just made
the best-dreSsed list.
.hyam I not
--wiring with
.% lady-type
persons?

Good
43-83

Good til
May 13,
1983 —

_ • Do you have
- Rumple Minze
freezer?

NAPOL!
154 Park Street
Orono. Maine

_
Imported by W.V. Elliott Co SOte•U.S Agent.'.
8ritVP7C-r. USA. 1QQ.Proo( Peppermint Schnaaet..
Enjoy fll moderation
1 •

•-•

Ta--_.
1166-55-05

QE-LIVERY and TAKEOUT
SERVICE
OUR FAMILY HAS BEEN BAKIN
G THE FINEST FRESH
-DOUGH - OFF THE BOARD
ON TO THE HEARTH
PIZZA SINCE iuorOHfR LOCitTIONS 119ANG
1,
O4 ANp bAtijr-tARII041
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Maine Campus. Friday.Janiiar 21,
1983.

hen
ByriWickkrnd
-

The
for $2.50.$2.50.

The Soup Kjichen'Tà.,côi
Tittle
restaurant located in Fernalal
tartrid
specializing in soups and
vegetarian
entrees, has made some
improvements for the spring semester
. These
improvements, made in area
s concerning the menu, the sche
dule and
the entertainment progra
m, are ex- ,
pected to bring more success
to what
- has already become a
pleasant diver- ,
sion -fropt the norma1
r-4:verydar-routine of eating in a cafeteri
a.
•
Larry Rogers, the kitchen's
mana- get,--said the-turnout has
been very
good_...sa, far, thanks in part
• to an
increased publicity campaign._
_Chef'
JOhn McDonald -is "pleasan
tly surprised" by the number of peop
le who ,
have lakeVadvantage of the
soup`
_kitchen.
The Soup Kitchen is open MondayThursday from 5:30 p.m. to 6:30
p.m.

—The Soup •Kitchen will continue to
--offer a varety of soups. New addi
consist ofsalads, vegetable stickstions
and
an occasicnal casserol
e as a nonsoup" item. The changes wer
e
partially bought about by inquirie
s
from the "regular clientele" and have
been faciinted by improved cooking
facilities fund in Fernald Hall.
In
previous Furs„ the Soup Kitchen
has
been in the Ram's -Horn. at
Brian Rancourt performs at the
Another qualityof Fernald that
,oap KIMien 'I bursday.(Matava photo)
••
prompted the timely move last semesAs always, the Soup Kitc
hen will Rogers said. Rogers 'Inv
ites anyone
ter. Metiortald said, is the new
offer live entertainment when _availinterested in performing, whe
location. Vernakl is niore centralized
able or recorded musier--Rogeri-would
ther it
'be musical or'otherwise, to drop
on campus than the Ram's
like
mor
by the
e
live
ente
rtai
nment and has kitchen and
Horn and
sign up.
thus introduced the policy of allo
can serve • more people. Rogers said
wing
With last semester's success
the regular customers. were notified
to
and'
:ntehonevt
the
eeprethar:
isonprIP.
Improvements . made for
of the changes last semester
enc
enco
our
ura
age
this
men
t
and they
How- semester, Rogers
and McDonald
have continued to patronize the
ever, the lois of the sound equipment
—agree that the turnout so far
has been
kitchen. There has also been an
4
in:rfrre
ededuri
meais
ng the
to
:se
rst.oLs
ed quite favorable despite
slight price
some problems--that will undoubtedly
in customers.
increases to compensate for
be ironed out- in-the near
"growing
future.
'•

_

-

Take Charge At22.— -

.

a

In most jobs, at 22
care of sophisticated
you're near the bottom
V
equipment worth .
o..
ir,i ,
of the ladder. •
millions of dollars.
. In the Navy, at
- ---,--\f\ k ‘'
It's
a
22 you can be a leader.
big
ger
cha
l1
lenge and alot more
After just 16 weeks _
\.....\
if.
,
'
-s.
res
ponsibility than -____ of Mr- - _
'›
most corporations give
you're an officer. You'll ."
1
-.7
"
'
you
have the kind of job
re*ard's
/
are bigger, too. There's
your education and training prepar
ed
a comprehensive package of benefits,
you for, and tfie decision-making au•
including special duty pay. The starti
thoritY you need to make the most
ng
of it. salary is $17,000---More tha
n most corn- As a—college graduate and officer
panies would liay you right-iiu
candidate, your Navy training is gea
red ; After four years, with regula t of college.
r pEmEE-_-- - to making_ you-aleader. There is no boo
t
tIo
ns
and
ikt
y
inc
rea
ses
,
you
r
salary will
camp. Instead, you receive'professiona
l
hav
e
inc
rea
sed
to
as
muc
h as $31,000.
training to help you build the techni
As a Navy officer, you grow, throug
— and management skits you'll nee cal
d as a
new challenges, new tests of your skil h
•___
Navy officer.
ls,
lind-rnew opportunities
NAVY Of`PORTVNIT'i
This trainingis-INF
I
ORMATION CENTER
to advance your eduto instill
RO. 13sut sodo. Clifton. NJ 07816
cat
ion, indiuding the
confidence by first_ -r
—
the
Navy
offic
a
er
prog
rams
hand experience,. You I
attending
graduate school whi
lean-by- doing'. On,
le
Add.... I
you re in the Navy.
your first sea tour,
. c.„
LIJDon
'tjust tak
you're.responsible--for- 4 _Age_.,.—..
ea
-tCollege/Unaversity
job
.
Bec
ome
a
Nav
imtnagmg the work of
y
*Year in Cotter.
*CPA
officer, and take charge.
up to 30 men and the I &Major/PAin
orie
flat
.......
Phone ?lumber
I nu.as for— - - I Are• Codel
Beer Time to Call
I
* rerrortment information -You
— ---__
do tnitt have Co foe --1
the informattnn regiseeted
I niah air rofgenet
Of course.
'
01..;....
,M—"1

,
-

r

—
-

296- ti-

T

the more'we
know, more we ran help to
deterrittne the.ltinda of Nat,jr poetlions
,
saga. yea qtr•h*
•
M A 9/82 j
...../
.....I. ANI1

.

re" -- -,-- =

.
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Navy Officers
Get ResponsibilityFast.
'
"

1
01Aitr;"•1

'
•

•

r
•
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Male housing s

Maine Cam us.. Friday, Januar

art Halt go co-ed next

Somthi

Laurie Pierce, a junior Hart
-change-over- was
iidcflt.
"too bad because a lot of girls still
Because of the shortage of male
want a single-sex dorm."
housing on Campus,, Hart Hall will be
Bonnie Heim, a sophomote speech
converted from a single-sex female
communications major and _Hart
dormitory to a co-ed dormitory next
resident, said she loves living in a single
fall.
sex dorm but she understands: the
Hart Hall was built in 1-055 and
university's needs. She agrees with the
named after John Norris Hart of
change but-- thinks the males and
Orono,a dean at UMO and a professor
females-Should be separated by floors
of mathematics and astronomy. It
- ina not wMgs. She also fears that a
originally housed -male students but
i—largentanterriffrestnien males Willhe
was'established as a female dormit
pl4cd in -Hart '
between thelate 60Zs and early 70's.
- Heim said she wonld rematn_at _Hart
There are 21 dormikat UMO. Oak;=.
after the change is made because she
-Laade_fierce(Malaya photos)
Gannett and Aroostoclic Halls _are,
feeis__ it- wit--11
-nevir—afid good single-sex iliaTe_clorms:
Kennebec, • (Wells)and the ratio of men to women convenience and privacy but she wag-7 experience for her:--. Colvin,
seoggin,
Androscoggi
is small.
n, HarLa_nd
integrating more niates._ positiveabout the change.
-- Pierce said •she will be mo-but
Baiemine Halls -are single-sea featie- into the -complex the ratio of-men to
"I think change is •good. It's _- that Ha --going co-ed had nothing-to
dorms. The remaining 13
Women would be balanced.
exciting," she said.'
do with her decision to leave.
co-ed.
'-• ..Austin said -apt Hart was the most
Austin was also positive about the - Pierce said she felt parents are less
•
Accorcfing to Joe Austin, Resident =--reakonable choice because it offered an change. He said it would _give the- adamant about
having their-childrenDirector of KESOX "flail and a member- -adequate number of spaces; and other 'students.a chance to set things up and
live-in-single-sex dorms and now.Wilit
•
of the Residential Life Advisop
dorms such as Salentine, Oak- -arid-- hive more control over their situation.
kids tb-experience co.--ed living.
-Committee,lite-decision to make Hart -AndroscoggiriAvere either toosmatl or'
Asked IrArie -Thought single sex
inetterald-slfelt that single sex
_was.made during-the 1981-19112. ---were not really feasiblealtematives.
•
"chirrns- Woad rz,e Phased Out at UMO.,- • dorms offer .mtire privacy and -the
school year, He said that Residential
"That seemed like the size hall we Morency said, she felt it,depended
residents are more considerate of each
on
Life wanted_to,give Raft residents_ a
needed to get the nuMbet of sp-Nres the future enrollment,
other than they are in co-ed dorms.
chance'u,get'used- to the -idea of a
neceslarv." Austin tied
-uff it. increases for meni'something
'Learning to live with a bunehof
change-over
allcist a gradual Moiency said that many of the willhave to be done." she said.
girls is definately an experience," she
-4ransitior to take place_
women currently housed at Hart had
said.
Morency said iine of the fears voiced
Nkiina Morency, Residers Director of 'originally requested co-ed housing but
Heim said she felt co-ed dorms are
by Hart. residents was that a high
44art, said the Residential Life Advisory were placed, instead, in Hart. Because
much:
more- A'open"-th a n
percentage
of
freshmen
males would be
of this, she said, Viany women were
_ Committee chose Hart because, of all
dorms and that co-ed -dorms don't
housed
Hart,
at
which
has
a_
high
the dorms- and complexes =sit:tem.& enthusiasticabout the-change-over,
- women. She offer as Much prtva-cy as "single-sex
_ Hart_ ollered the_most space. -She said - She said-Hart residents' w,ere asked, percentage of iipperclass
said
that
the
advisory
committee dorms.
_ that...Hart is nart of a large complex
at the
of -last semester, to
. beginning
•
•
guaranteed
Hart
resid_ents
that a
- voice-their opinions abotrt the change• '
majority
of
freshmen
males
would
not
over-_ She said Hart's Dorm
placed
be
there,
but
did
not
promise
Government
Board
members
represented the Hart women and had. - that no freshmen would be placed
there.
some input in the decision.
Aus said that when it comes time
Morency said-There are 115 spaces
to
n up for rooms this spring, men
_ reserved kit males at Hart for next
at sign up for rooms at Hart and
year. The dorm itself holds about 230
students. No decision has been made there shouldn't be a problem of too
many freshmen males at Hart.
on how the dorm will he arranged for
this new living situation, but Ivlorency
Morency said Hart's DGB requested
said the DGB iepresentatives had
approval for changes to be made in thesubmitted ideas to the advisory
basement and lounge areas to better
committee.
facilitate them for co-ed living. The
She-said the change_woidd probably
proposal ,has been approved- by
_affect the women in [elms of Residential Life,
Deanna Brooks
Staff Writer

By Deanna Brioks
St a ft-Miter

"...toil bad beca‘e

a lot of girls

still want a

single-sex dorm."
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The .Student Activ
provides a variety of
outdoor equipment and
students and faculty.
The Office, which w
locatedin Fernald Hall,-h
‘ternorial Union-for abom
Associate Dean of Stud
and. Organizations Sill
current office -provides s
Ofscinv deIIJpeugId IIS I
upin.Th'c like'rui
-_nuich_of thetime"
Lucy said Student
sponsors niany,triPs-both
TR-dine. -Th —iifertidei
-shopPing.excursions to I,
Freeport, cultural and si
- to _Saston, and hiking
.13S to Baxter and Acadia
For the studeni who wi
_someplace besides Floridi
ovcr vacation break, thethe past, offered trips to
D.C.. and Virginia. Thesi
-students toritany-fai;lous
" Monuments, museums,
Williamsburg and Jamesi
_ the University of Virginia
Lucy said a trip's succe
when it is scheduled for.
early and middle parts of
were the best times_ ti
because, generally, that i
studeffts have lighter work
He said the office Use
offer students:- Lucy sai
office equipment assista
which Students could
Duplicating machines,
paper cutters and o
equipment is available to
free of charge. He said ti

be balanced.
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Happy Hour Priees-'1-4—
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Feeling Anxious?

Become a part of a treatment/
research program designed to help
you understand and cope with _
feelings of tension, worry and
anxiety. The programwill invohe
six individual hourly sessions and
will be scheduled at your
convenience. All sessions and
reSearch materials-are-strictly
confidential. There is nocharge for
this_service. Contact: Joyce Stein
(1392)at the Counseling Center or
* set up a 30 miritire intake sesAcm
_
-Wititthe secretary.

FOCUS presentiin-the North and
South Lown Rooms from 7:30 p.m.
to Midnight Friday, Jan.Ili'
Dave Misner-Piano Stylist
----atiVe-MTSlier-Piand Stylist _
Tom Thayer-Clatsical Guitar
Saturday,Jan. 22:
4v3EMenzietti-Folk and Rock Gui
-

't • f,
7'4i15/441
-

aw /ice:

APRIt 9,1983

Cali Days Evenings & weekends

(617)482-7420

Class in your area
Beginning Jan 29
Educational CAW
TEST "'APPARITION
SPECIALISTS SINCE II3I

take Advantage of our
Tranfer Privileges
Call for details

ift401
,
4110,1

walking distance from campus

colleg
tv room an
The
designed
.7716-r-e6%
If yc
Ar.my
Army.R
• Uncle Si
Arnly,y(
egie
;
4 73
To
AiniTy0
loco
ever re*

Open at 12:30
Reduced prices on

-

Ottlei itnIeri In Moro Than $5 NIAJYI Ui WAS &
Abzoad
OutsIde NY Stet. CALL TOLL !NM NO-723-1712
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Something for everyone at Student Activities' By Deanna
BreToks
_
S t a'tt Writer

the more-popular programs offered by
student activities.
The skin and scuba diving program
The -Student Activities Office
is one of the most popular programs
provides a variety . of .office and
offered. The program, which is about
outdoor etuipment and programs for
10 years old, consists of 10 class
students and faculty.
meetirkiland 10 pool meetings. The
- The office, which was originally
class meets in both the fall and springi---1
located-in -Fernald Hall,- has been in the
.
. and after the. required number of. pool
\ternsOrial Union-for aboitt 13 years.. .
and class meetings has been completed,l
,
Associate Dean of Student Activities
the,students go to the ocean for o.pen
and. Organizations Bill Lucy_.said_ the
Water-:dive -outings. said -th
current office firksvides such a var.tery'
program costs between $O to 5 a d
o -scrviceN and prop anis that "it keeps . tharthis, once was Oile- resoria
us hopping-. It's like'running a ikon
when compared',to other diving
- much_of_the
programs.-He said/he office,furniShes
Lucy -said Student Activities
all equipment except wetSuit -anct- that
'
sporisOrs Many trips both in and out.of
students are responsible for providing
- Maine. "These includef ski trips.
their own wetsuits.
-ShopPing'excursions to L.L. Bean's in
In addition to these activities, the
Freeport, cultural and shopping trips' office organizes competitions such as
,.Boston, and hiking and camping
canoe and cross:countThr ski races. •
pips to Baxter and Acadia State Parks.
SOme other programs Offered at least For the student who wishes to go to
workshop on winter camping _which - sotnePlac.e besides_Florida off:If-mule includes-.both class and field-lab
over vacation break, the offiee has;in
wiperience; cross-Country-ski clinics; a
- the past, offered trips to Washington,- wilderness-medic. program; workshops
D.C. and Virginia: These trips expose
on how to properly dreSs for winter
students to-many-fainotrrand-historica
and hypothermia workshops
The
Monuments, museums, towns Such
office sells weekend and weekday
Weekend Organizational Fair.
Williamsburg_ and Jamestown, and to
passes to Squaw Mountain in
students planning to rent
_ the University of Virginia.
Greenville.
equipment should contact the Office as
Lucy said atrip'_s success depends on
Lucy said the office works as an
soon as they can. The office usually
when it is scheduled for. He said the
advisory
Office
for- • student
requires most equipment to be reserved
early and middle parts of the semester -organizatorls- such as fraternities, at least one week in advance. He said
_ were the. best times io....take trips
sororities and service groups: He said
vehicles from the-motor pool should be
-because, generally, that is when mo
—sT- the office staff offers ideas, assistance
reserved as earl's, as possible. Skis,
studeftts havelighter work loads.
and advice to the groups.
canoes, sailboats and tents were the
_
He said the office itself had a lot to
"We have a close liasori fc-,_the Greek
biggest demand items, he said. Lucy
offer students-7- Lucy said there is an
groups on cam- is. We serve an R.D.- said-cross-country skis didn't have to
office equipment assistance program
type or role with the Greeks," he Said.
be reserved because there is such a
which Students could employ.
Lucy said the office is involvedgeith
variety of sizet that each person must
Duplicating machines, typewriters, a lot of -special programming Ind
be individually fitted to the bindings to
paper cutters and other office
projects for the Union. He said
ensure a good and proper fit.
equipment is available to the students
Student Activities was'the principle
The office requires identification,
free of charge. He said this was one of coordinating office for the Parents- usually in the form of adriver's license

It tae&more than brains to goto college:kzikes money, For tuition,
room and board,and.131)5b1(S.
THE ARMY
The Array College,Fund is
COLLEGE
FUND
designed-terhellYirou' get'that money
for college while serving your country.
If you qualify,,you can join the
Army College Fund-when you join the.
Army. For every dollar you put in,
• Uncle Sam puts in five:Or more.
So,after just two years in the
,
Array,you_can have up to $-15,200
wilegOfter tf
years,up to$20,
To get your free co y-athe...
ny-Co- liege Fun
--your local Army Recruiter. It could be the mostimportant book you've
--ever
TheVereranA EducrIonal
rch ern" Amw hit-netts

-

and_ a-IJMO identification ..cafd,--f-rbinall-renters. Lucy said the renter is
responsible for the equipment,while he
has it did. If equipment is brbken or
stolen, there is a possibility that the
renter will have to pay for it depending
on the circumstances involyed.
"It's a contractual type of
arrangement and *Yost -.people take
pretty good plans to safeguard it (the
equipment)most ofthe.time," he said, Lucy said the equipment is replaced
when necessary, but the office buys
good quality gear so it will last longer.
Student Activities is self-supporting
and receives no funds from student
government Because it is-a part of
student affairs, it does receive general
university money and state money to
pay- for -salariii; equipment, stencils,'
advertising, promoting and other
costs.
_ Ion Dox, a- sophomore fkom
Portland, is onestudent who has taken _
advantage of the se4ices offered:By— .
Student Activities.
"Last year we rented cross-countlY
skis from the offiee -and -*mat skiing
out on the trails. We had a-good time.
Having a place to rent them on campus was a lot better than having to go to a
ski shop to rent them," Dox said.
Lucy said-the office- will-have-new
vie-e-Wd hours for-the:rental- program
on Saturdays and Sundays from 9'a.m.
to Ii a.m-. The office's regular hours
are weekdays from 8 a.m . to 4:30 p.m.

Spring '83 position
has opened for
manager of Stodder
Complex's

e

The Alosty-Shop
Background in athletics
is: helpful.

„

S /Axsoy Recruiting Station
3144 Harlow Street
Bangor, MK 04401
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Work study eligible
desirable but not
necessoty.

-,
fitl.40~/IMOM•41

.BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

.If interested, sign up
for an interview with
Penobscot Hall R.D. prior to 1 /2 1 .
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N4ncy Storey
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EDWARDTKANZI

An open

Unknown
soldier,
forgotten war

There comes a time ir
editor's life when they
become fed up. Is there
anybody-out there, beyo
confines of the dunge
Lord Hall? Or are all
faces out therelitifiatr
with nothing behind
-oblivious to_-_the weirld
around them.
To get to the poii
_anyone reading t* his-paper, the prodiacc_of
- than ono -person's-ego?
anybody
disagree
anything we're- printing?.
anyOnelike the new lay-it
the Editorial and -Res
pages?
Then tell us.
As it says in "1
:-Writing;" the
Cai
welcomes letterst0 the et
Perhaps- that should
emphasized__ _We- -wei4
letters. Letters are a sign
someone- out there is PI
attention, someone cares;
someone is actually rei
the paper.

- ----- 4- —
In Vitgam* , ;us un Natkival
Cemet
ery
lies
the
'
tomb
of
th0._
•
--titilimewit-Seldier.7---h--e0Miliciiiyi a CS
'
•
20th Century American 'soldiers who
could not be identified after they died°
'
in battle and hence--"ire known—
only'
,
to ood."
,
earsege-Therschtr-Rorratd Reagan was
restrictions proiteditieffective in stopping the-- (be 'tomb contains four crypts. _
'sworn in as president of the United States. Just after repression in Poland. Reagan's rejection of S‘oyiet
_
- Three of these contain'the unidenfifi-- midnight that night,
ht, amid the pomp and
disarmament proposals infuriated members ofthe
•
-- able-remains of soldiers--from WWI,
circumstance t =steak-wive inaugural
nuclear freeze.movement---Though the disastrouFrOut • WWII and -the -Korean-- War.
7
-celebration ever, 52 Americans were released from
that some predicted never appeared, Republicans
fourth crypt. which was built in 1974 tocaptivity in Iran.
took a beating at the polls in the mid-term elections
liold a Vietnam unknown, is enipty.
The symbolism of those two events was
Reagan took a defensive stance, asking the
-There are two reasons for this.
not lost on
_
America. The return otthehostages meant the
=First only-four of all the dead and American public to stay the course withciut ever
end
--ofa dark period in Americamhistory and closed
recovered soldiers have not been
adequately defining just what that course was to_bej
out
.„
ultimate failure that watitte Carter
identified. The Vietnam dead were
The farther he fell In •ahernits,--the-nlow dadintnisffallOn. The sheer pageantry of eight very
recovered by helicopter and quickly
Agmatic his rhetoric became. Reagan's shaket-an
tp_of
illad tliaitilAS,Temed-tilfortefl-i'return
_ -11DMI alr of the battle area. They
=the-ArttasflontralinWisartnament Agency only
to ry days" when the United States was mighty
were easily identified' by -using adweeks befor
-, ethe resumption of arms negotiationsand-rtghrwas easily distinguished from wrong:
_ vanced technology such as comparing
with the St:iiiets and recent press reports of-serious
•
Above all, there:Wawa sense of hope;net only in
pictures of the remains with X-ray
dissention within the White House staff have created
a
Washington riding an inaugural high, but in the
photographs. 8,526 soldiers _Were the impression thathe is no longer infull ceptrol- burghs and countrysides of America. Hope that
unidentified in WW II.
after
of
'
his
admini
strati
cat
Reaga
n'k greatest asset-which
- lour years that in no way lived tip tb their
_
Second, of the four that remained
promise,
has been described as "his rattier grand ability to
the United States was once more on the right
_ , unidentified.-none-meets the requiretrack.
project self-cOnfidence and decisiveness"-apparently
The first few weeks of the Reagan presidency
ment that at least 80 percent of the
did
has escaped him when it is most needed.
little to dim those emotions. Following the
body
must have been recovered. An
hostages'
Two years after Rettgan's inaugeration, only 41
yellow-ribboned welcome, the new administrati
arm, leg or some teeth.
-will not meet
on
percent of the American people approve ofhis-job
skil/fully worked its-econorpackageThrough
The-requirement
-- a
performance-fmarks which are far below those
yielding,-seemingly tamed Congress. Cries of
of his
So unless the Pentagon can come up
four full-term.predecessor's mid-term ratings. Non"supply-side economics" and "new federalism
with
a legitimate corpse that meets the
" sent
whites and women--two groups hit hard by the
the Democrats flying into disarray; House
requi
rements, the prestigious tomb is
speaker recess
ion
and curs in social programs--give him
Tip O'Neill, failed to keep conservative south
. likely„to remain empty.
ern approval ratings nf only nine and 36 percent
Democrats from voting for the largest tax cut
The whole thing is disheartening.
ever,
respectively. and seemed to be no match for the new presid
_ Vietnam-was the -perfect example of a
ent and
Clearly, Reagan is in,trouble, perhaps the worst of
histeam.
modern tragedy. America's tragic.
_. his political career. He has lost his political
in almost every way, Reagan seemed to be
flaw could be found in its national
. _ dircwtion increasingly choosing to restate old-I-7..succeeding; Interest rates, which had strangled
characteL The war was unpopular
the
. options in which it is becoming all the more obvious
economy for nearly three years,-began to fall. The
with the people. Containing "the tide
he jonger fully believes.
president took firm stands against the Soviet
of
Communism" was a! hollow ideal
Union
,
The
time
ripe
is
for
the president_tonr.r.=Mine_=--L-often -against--the wishe
sof-thetinitect-Stsrter--- step forward and
sieze
the
politi
cal
initiative as he did
--European allies. His ambitious l'zero-optio
_
the hiasses. The "unknown
n.
in his 1980 campaign;to once more challenge-the ..
--proposal for-nucteardisatina—
•
menfiern.porarity
dilem
tna is just one example of how. ,
politi
cal
realit
y.
If
Reagan still believes a second term
soothed the fears of thoie who worried about
symbolically different'', Vietnam,
his
neces
sary
to
fully
% was
instit
ute
his economic program,
arms race rhetoric. --compared to the.three wars before it.
he must make some dynamic adjustment in his
_Near the.end.of his-firstyeaeffiee,Reage
Vietnam was fought trthe wort1711U
rr.was
-- -policies that wiroffee more jollirSiTtii-CortgressicTifil
more popular than w hen lie w electedand
IVrany middle dais whites were
oppon
ents
and
catch
the
public
's fancy.
Democratic leaders grudgingly admitted that
exempt front the draft because college
there
After
two
years,
Presid
ent
Reaga
- n
stands at a fork
was little they could do to keep him in cheek
enrollment
-.
-earned an exemption. The- '
- in the road. Letits hope he-uses the State of the
—
\
_Then things began to go wrong. The econo
educated 'kids who kpew how _ta
rny.
Union address nest week indecisively-announcestumbled and fell
t oe ors( recession since _
manipulate the system stared
which
direct
ion
he
will
lead
us
throu
in
gh I 984,---• ,„1.:1
WWII.. Unemployment began to rise and indust
college and avoided the war. The less rial
production fell. ivternerierof AnieriCailin
Volventent
Privikdged 4-_Intijians. fought. and
in Vietna.rn returned as the president dispatched
died there. The average marine
U.S.
military advisers to El Salvador. -Sanctions
infantry PIRO-On consisted of, blacks.
and trade
•
•
Mexiean,
AnittieintArtierican Inca- ails and lower,'Middle clast and poor

•

•
•

_

Comment
In more ways than c
animals. I have noticed
in the cold-weather sea
trouble identifying thi
Maine, despite the state
and the Fourth of July.
The bulking-up proo
distinguish between th
particularly.long Fourt
_quickly noticed Maine
'up-once the mercury
both- hibernators and
add liayers_when they sei
July.
For decades, weight 1
bulking-up processrigorous training progn
involves adding weigh
bulking up, the weight
--whydrates tsitLii Li
non-carbohydrate grow
Beards seem-ter -be
weather, bulking' up
without a doubt, the
bulking up.
who chaosi
insulation may' find
attention to the .alm
beard's thickness' in i

-4:Lamic

•

whit.

1 1XtfT
LiKt
WO* OF

In -November ,1982, a S7 -Million
merrmthat--hot-cc:ming' the'dead - and
*, wounded in Vietnam WasecOmpleted.
All the money.was raised by Vietnam
vets: The memociattohiists of a
wedge of polished black granite
into itt4entle -gape near the Li
In ,
Alemd4ialm-Itis-alttact itlffittal-b-elts a -the names of the 57.939 men who
died
or were missing in action in Vietn
am.
One Vietnam vet _thinks the ineraor-4.4..is- great.
'Being-Inti-Viet path
since he returned to the states,
he
said. "It's(the memorial) a
black scar
in the ground:-Oid Vietnam-- is
a black
scar on this cotintry." Well said.
-

EctworePlifaitzi is a junior journali.im
__major who -wishes hr-- could lough
'about the above column.
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The Maine Campus welt:
eaitor:Lettefs should be 30
include a name and te
Anonymous and open Iettei
names-will be withheld.,fro
under special circumstances.
reserves the right to edit leti
and libel..

.
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- Maine Campta-Milly:Tiz
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nuary 2I, 1983.

An open letter to our readers

_

There comes a time in every
-We must be doing an controversy that we could not
editor's life when they simply awesome
job this semester, for 'publish all of them, yet this
become fed up. Is there really only a handf
ul of people have semester, nobody seems to- anybody-out there, beyond the written
to comment on care if we lev,en take such '
confines of the dungeon of something
we've written.
drastic rpeasutes as siding Witfi'—'
Lord Hall? Or are all those
Are,a!j_ihj stories and the -administration andi, God
'faces out there just that—faces .editor
ials so passive that our foigbid, Residential Life. boes—
with nothing behind them, -readers
have just shrugged everyone at BCC really feel - - --oblivious-roTrhe---Wond going Them--off-wi
th- a-simple "ho- that Rockland - Hall should
around them.
hum?"
, have been closed? Isn't anyone-'-- - •
To get to the. point, is
Or maybe you've fort6tten, going to complaiii—ilitnit
-- _anyone reading -this- damn campus In4t. deliveries are seeing too muCh-Coverage of
•.‘ paper, the product_of more free—
repeat free—you know, teams which over-charge and
„.
-thaw one person -ego? Does no-defirin the alread y inaiiired under-perform (or at least
anybody
disagree--_-with wallet. seem to with their. records)?
anything we're printing?.Does
Do we have to wait until-- Didn't` anybody.geakust
rated
anyone_like the new lay-out of MPAC is
in danger of losing -going through add-drop?'Or is
the Editorial and :Response' its fundi
ng before we get any -everyone out there completely
pages?
response? Maybe we should content with their own
little
Then tell us.
' declare every third sunny day. world and with we would all _
As it says in "When .Gay `Jeans
Day so somebOdy %stop__ -_prpvoking needless :
--""---,--'"-Writing,' the
Campus will become:, irked enough.to thinking.
welcomes letters to the editor. voice their milli
ons. It's. tcul
What. a crime it is le
'haps. that should be bad we 'can't
tear down the promote thifl4ing at alt
emphasized.. We- welcome- -Cabins
again or stir- -up instills*
higher We've been wafting for your
_ letters. Letters are a sign that anoth
..
er fight between the educatio
•
someone- out there is Paying English
%._ a ways
and - engineering report this tcrthe governor so enlig
htening, masterfully
,attention, someone cares; that department
s.
_ he can cut- -educational written if not so wonde
someone is actually reading
rfully
Why, in the past, have these. spending even more.
typed
,
creati
the-paper.
ve
works
. Yet
issues stirred up so much
And Cecil, where are you? even-you have failed
us.
-

Carrimentary

•

Desperately yours,.
Nancy L. Storey,
Gallows, Lord Hall ----2

mean temperature for the Winter.
Fourth of July season terminates.
Grocery store check-out lines now provide
Females achieve
double insulating power with the-addi
handy beard reference books to determine the
tion of their
pit hairs. The cool air, currents' effects- MRvin
style of beard for you. The style is dependent On
g
parallel to the direction of the species directibri
your' geographical area, the anticipated weather
are
slowed, which help to retain body heat. Curre
patterns for your area, your facial area, the time
nts
moving perpendicular to the species direction
required for the individual to germinate one
not
only are slowed by the upper appendaged,-hut- •
square millimeter of whiskers (95 percent
minimum density at a height of three, millimeter) also by the added insulation_
Simlar to the books found in grocery store_
_ and_the_number of degree day_predicted to be_
Fir-the male species' beards, books
below theseason's mean temperakire.
are also on the market through the" same
By using the handy tables in the book's
publishing outfit dealing with female insulation,
appendix, the individual—merely—plugs the
The
appropriate equation can be found within the
variables into an equation developed by a leading
book's appendices with similar variables,
physicist from the University of Minnesota.
.
Mustaches usually do not vary_in their relative - Effective bulking-up techniques are also used in
abundance acroSs Campus between winter and the ,the form of clothing. Topsiders and sandals are
replaced by Bean boots which seem to frequent the
Fourth of July seasons. Although these upper lip
snow,leaving their distinctive print
growths do insulate, humans_ ‘
do not seem to
Down-seems tobe-Cillittrvvsts alb parkas, and-concentrate as- 4ilikeiciffron these growths as they
flannels and woOlies seem to be abund
do on their beards.
2S
insulatorg-otrtiae- ts and-appendages. Rythe *ay,
As a rule, beards and mustaches are most , how
does one get down from 'an
commonly found on the male species. This shoul
phant? You
d
don't
dummy, yop get down frpnl a goose,
not detract form the fact that the female species
'
abs takes advantage of additional body hair.
to-iff5tI1ae the lowerappe.ndages of the
female
species,shaving is often no longer practiced once
- Tom Burral is a senior forestr.v major,
winter arrives. ;The pits underneath the upper
minoring injdirnalismn, who will he hibernating in
appendages often &o unattended
j.YiØn thiS surnitier.
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BLOOM COUNTY
when
writing...
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hyBerke Breathed
141:417
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The Maine Campus welcomes letters to the
editor. Letters should be 300 4ords or less and
include a name and telephone number.
Anonymous and open letters. are wgIcome, but
names-will be withheld„ from publication only
under special circumstances. The Maine Cam
reserves the right to edit letters for !env. - aste
and libel.

- 4.N

AHEM SIR?
45420 7 war

micifrr yow
coPenoN BE?

--n_wL•-•-• •

Tom Burrall

Bulking up

In more ways than one, humans are a lot like
animals. I have noticed this.o be particularly true
in the cold-weather seasons. I haven't had much
trouble identifying the cbid-weather season in
Maine, despite the state's only two seasons--winter
and the Fourth of July. '
The bulking-up process is the means by which!
distinguish between the seasons. Maine had a
particularly long Fourth -of.July-411,1e -year,- hitt- -I
uickly noticed Maine inhabitants to be bulking
.v -up once the mercury plummeted. Like animals.
_ . 4- both hibernators and non-hibernators, humans
_add layers when they senie the end of theFourth of
July.
For decades, weight lifters have undertaken the
bulking-up process in preparation for their
,
'rigorous training programs. Although this process
involves adding weight similar to cold-weather
bulk ing up, the weight inmolved_is in the (4?rin
of
bohydrat‘3 a&lIvt than-dothinrcireXtraneous,
non-carbohydrate growth.
Beards seem to be the most abundant cold
weather._ bulking up on campus. Beards are,
without a doubt, the most economical form of
bulking up.
.-People who chOose to have, a beard for.
insulation may -find themselves paying close
attention to the .almanac to determine their
beard's thickness' in relation_ to---the foreettged

-===

Wit* is the letters page
coming to?
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Wildlife professor to research ec
By Rob DoScher,
Staff Writer

,

biolOgy in
Big Bend area. Later, a
scientists)
will
determine yeas or merely involve changing a
report of past experimentation and( recommendations, baked. on our water fountain. We will recommend_
discussions on Big Bend's fauna, from
research, to give to park officials at Big that the park servictirovidi studies of
iti_;?rination derived from the Bend. They will hopefully utilize the evolutionary processes in desert,
John Bissonette, a cooperating
bi iographleal references, will be
scientist's suggestions," Hault said.
mountain'and flood_ plain-areas over a
associate professor of wildlife
/0
published by Bissonette.
Bissonete who was hired by the 50-to 200 year period," Hault said.
resources and his research associate,
In October, when Bissonette and National Park Service to implement 't`This is the only way we can paint a
John. Hault will travel to-Texas Frida
Hault's
work is completed. the . the study and who is a specialist on
true picture of life in various faunas:"
to begin several weeks of research
Chihuahu
Desert
an
Research
Chihuahu
Institute
an
desert
Bissonette, who wrote "An Ecology
habitats
Ail!
like
at
the Big Bend-National Park.
in Alpine, Texas -will summoh a
Big Bend, ,was selected by the park
and Social'Behavior-of Collard.Pecary
Bis,onette and Hault will ci pile a
service because of past experience with
in Big Bend. National Park" for the_
- bibliography of publicatio . dealing - symposium for experts dn the varying
-erasysteins found at Big Bend.•
the-Big Benda-I-ea.National Park- Service several years
•
with - geology, -111I/bry; •otany and
":T
- he-symposium (made up -of
Bissonette hopes the research will ago,- will talk with park officials and
aid the Forest and gational Par1E—
Chilitialiiian rie!er(s
.. --iiiticrts
_ .
Stfv-ies in determinin
week determine project objectives.
-federal -monies are t be spent. *
Educational,
- The United
iunr
"Obviously, research and programs
Scientific and ,Cultural Organization
dealing with botany or geology are
implemented_.a. study -on_ biospheres
more important to these ecosystems
throughout the world several yearis
than historical research," Bissonette
ago and made aredommeddation that
said.
many should be saved. UNESCO
Bissonette hopes to gain the support
pointed out-36-eridangered biospheres
of experts. with various backgrounds
bethe-Utitted-Siated,_ including Big
from universities and institutes across
Bend. °
the country to help develop a working
One-7--MTared years—Mee- the
program-bf research in the Big Bend
:U.S. Cahalry conquered conianctie
area.
warriors hiding in the Chisos-Hault said, "Out. research will
Mountains, the Big Bend is recogniked
ultimately lead. to a better
as something-more-than 2 haven fui
rierstanding of particular ecosystems
outlaws. Big Bend,formed beside_a Uihkh,'i
n turn, will help farmers,
shaped bend in the Rio Grande,'-offers
If gracious living near UMO Campus is ,our desire, make an appoint- ranchers, etcetera in maintaining their
visitbitri71-4007-srpiare miles"sent to see this quality 3 bedroom home with attached garage.
Built by
land. While at the same time, we make
spectacular scenery and more than 250
Eremita & Valley , it boasts hardwood floors, custom kitchen, huge family
recommendations as to the direction
spedies of birds'and animals am:1,1,00-0
room, on a 2 acre lot. Price: $93,000.00.
the park should go. We will also help
species of plants.
Eves/wknds: Beverly Antonitis 866-2576, Helen Buzzell 827-3433.,-John
solve problems with overgrazing,
"Thelinportance of parks such as
DeGaribody 827-3619, Rose French 1-943,2688, Paula Page 8274479L&
erosion,etcetera."
Big-Bend is the availability for a variety
Soule 866-4060.
"Most of our recommendations will
of research.. They are an outdoor
not be accomplished, in two to three "laboratory," Bissonette said.

•

LU COLONIA

BRADFORD
ORONO 866-5571

•

toll free 1-800-452-8783, Ext. F664
REALTOR
out of state 1-800-341-8720, Ext. F664

PRICE SLICED
AN
P
itTraG

better than a freth. one just for you—with dough
bii_t_ran VivafrOm your home
we-ffiake fresh everyday,tangs,
-town Pizza'thin l'ititaurant7._ sauce-pure mozzarella cheese"
One that. saves- you nvney! and -your choke of delicious
fp Come on over, bring the - --toppings. Piz,za lovers never
-coupon below and let us make' -had it so good!

-BYTOnfSt. Atnand
Staff Writer

UMO's Performim
still just a dream'as ni
raising has fallen $358
$4.5 million nee(
construction.'
Although most of
- PAC,has ',already bt
resolution madeiliy
Trustees in December-.
- --full amount- -to -beion can begin
, - cOnstruct
•
-%
Director of deveh
Baughman Jr..sail,
the drive another-thlb
The reason I'yin
Cn
because we don't war
Months."
-PAC was Originally 1
$2 million, bct inflati
the price to $4.5 mill
said the first,$2 millior
--"frorn•the famiy"=-alui
'the money needed has
otherNpecifft
"In the-past-1111—
n
aiming at business n
selea alumni," :..ghn
- -In January'
1, .
Silverman bl ed deft
PAC on t
absence
President t UMO.
"Th e was a_ two-ye
not
ch got done," Si
a
mpus story.
"I think Silverman'
a valid statement," Berl
added his belief that ix
might not have come fc
"full-time leadership."
Baughman said fun
Was never quite suffici
keep up with inflt
construction industry;_l
an ideal time to build
almost-non-existent.
Initiated in 1974 v
building in 1975, the
foot structure is an oril
Eaton TarbeILLAssock
The architect's drawing
as a three-story buildin
concert hall and a museu
--The concert hall Will 1
'
'1,744 stage and will p
for more than 1,700 peoi
Baughman said the cc
be used for performance
institutes and profession
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Weekend Liturgies
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Sun: 9:30 a.m., 11:
English/Math Building)
Duni Liturgies -Mon & Thurs: 4:30
Center
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Union
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- Arta-Center funding
still $350,000 short
By Tom St. Amand
Staff Writer

-

—"We have some 300.conferences a
year with many being held in the
summ
er," Baughman said.
UMO's Performing Arts Center is
The fron)---of _PAC will be the
still just a dream as nine years of fund
raising has fallen $358,000 short of the location of the Itudson Museum. The
$4.-$ million needed to begin late F. Russel Hudson "provided
funding for the museum in memory of
construction.'
Although most of the money'lfor his wife.
-The- museum will cover 12,000
PAC-, has :already- been collected, a
resolution tiracTe±TbY the Board of square feet and will Contain a humiiiityTrustees in December4981 requires the and
Wj ternperature controlled ,area at
permit- --tare -exhibits to "'be
full amount---tcr---be-- pledged before
-disp
layed
.
construction can begin.
_
-..
_Baugh an said bids for building
Director of development George
Id be sent out in two nnmths--Bauglmran Jr. said,"We are extending PAC
and ound-breaking for construction
the
drive
-anot
her
three
to
six
mont
,
hs.
The reason I'm saying three to Six-is- might be poSsiblejn the fall ilf inc
AC would-be-built whete the
because we don't want it to take six
xisti
ng parking lot is behind Hauck
months"
- -Audi
tori
umand once started, will take
PAC was Originally forcasted
--"18 months to two years'to cOmplete
$2 million, byt inflation has boos
d
the price to $4.5 million, Bang an --tabglim
Baughman said cost of maintaining
said the first $2 million collect came
PAC would be achieved through ticket
-"front-the famly"--alumni.
lest °f sales, fees for conference use
_ 'the money needed has bee sotig
" and
ht-in
other
—tan,we've been
aiming at business nd indust4:and,.:
ghman said.
- _in January
PrrewlYaiit--„,„
_- "---Silverrnan bl ed detays in building_
PAC on t
absence of a full-time
Tiireside
t UMO. ,
"Th c was a-two-.year hiatus when
not
ch got done," Silverman,said in a
mpus story.
"I think Silverman's--statatient
is
a valid statement." Bergman said, who
added his belief that potential "donors
might not have come forth for lack-of
"full-time leadership."
Baughman said funding for PAC
was never quite sufficient enough to
keep up with inflation in the
construction industry, but said now is
an ideal time to build as. inflation is
almost-non-existent. •
Initiated--in 1974 with plans of
building in 1975, the 62,000 square
foot structure is an original design by
Eaton_Tarbell.& Associates of Bangor.
The architect's drawings display PAC '
as a three-story building containing a
concert hall and a museum.
----itidoncert hall will house a 71 feet t,
-;44 stage and will provide seating
for more than 1,700 people. '
Baughman said the concert hall will
be used for performances, conferences,
institutes and professional programs,

Anilreh feces model of the Perf
money received from the 'general
budt3et-,--

Russell Bodwell remains o•timistic.
"The school hai been here for 116
yeaff
and We'need _a good. stage, _- Althimighe the PAC- Building
acoustics and museum-,'''Bodwell said.
Committee has sent word that the
"I want people to say in 75 or 100
eXpected cost will be several hundred
years 'The people who put this
thousand
dollars less than. togetheritnew wiiit
Tlfrey"were doing.' I
actual -cost; &mmittee Cliairman
want it looked at and appreciated."

Welcome back to Orono!
Did you enjoy the recent
--- break trtml
your routine at UMO?

If so, consider the more lasting rewards, —
• —of-a semester-1(3r a year away,
studying at a Canadian university
through the

CAOADA—YEAR PROGRAM:

ur larrof Wisdom Parish

'Newman Center
74 College Ave

The Cotholic Parish on Campus
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Weekend Liturgies
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Sat: 6:15 p.m.
Sun: 9:30 a.m., 11:15 a.m. (at
English/Math Building),6:15 p.m.

For more information and

contact:

DallY Liturgies
Mon & Thurs: 4:30 p.m. at the
Center _
—
Tues & Wed: 12:10 p.m. in the
Drummond Chapel in-the Memorial
Union

—
.... ---

•••••7••
--e•

•

come arid celehrate loft us-

Protestant Worship--UMO
Sunday 6:15 p.m.

-

^.

an application,

Application Deadline - February
15, 1983

The "A"frame at
67-College Ave

_

Lee-Ann Konrad
Canada House
160 College Ave.
(across from Newman Ctr.)
581-4229 _

The M.C.A. Chapel
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Ranked

Weekend Black-Bear sports action--

••—..-"

Woniens Basketball-Two ganiekare.on tap for
the women this weekend'
the_y'll host USM Friday and- -Rhode Island Saturday.
By _Rich Garve
Rhode Island's tallest player is —
Staff Writer
Barbara
Miltner
of
Brooksville who transferred
e Providen
from UMO two years ago. The
/to their best sta
Bears are now 4-7 on the year.
Alfond Arena 5.
(See related story by Ken Waltz)
ECAC -game ag.
Women's Track--Jim Ballinger has
Bears.
one4thiiitip squads heading to Bates
Providence is
College in Lewiston for a tri-meet with
VVDOM Natioi
Bowdoin -and the host. The teath will - •
• Media ,Poil mit]
once again belead by JoAnn Choinie
does-1,-1'1 intlucle
who last Weekend reached_
tvi.th__Koribeastc
milestohe of a sub-five inWit
leading the ECA
Bowdoin's Terri Martin is force in
9-2,.recordaidar
the sprints while Maine's Beth •Heslam
West-Regin pom
ita goodbet to win the hurdles.Clarksbn. Maim
Men's Track--Saturday will be your
• earlier in the ye
only chance to see the '83 version of
PC is led by
the indoor men's track team in a home
"Kurt Kletnendor
meet. TheBowdoin Polar Bears are
- Paul Guay. All t
toming to town for action beginning at irrsc,ott it's
th
I p.m. Maine's slow track in the field
hirse probably won't allow Gerry
Kleinendorst
Probably won't improve
Clapper to run under nine
— nation) a draft(
Saturday when the Providence-minutes in the two-milelike-heRatigrrs,
College Friers visit Alfond
-did last-Week, but he probably
for 45 points in
Aitna at 7:30 p.m. Providence
won'ebe challenged for the
a
.
I•
top spot. Bowdoin's Eric
44ipeints in 22 kg;
several pro prospects who
Washburn Wilt—challenge
leads- the team 3
haYe led them to a 20-4 overall several Blacks-Bear performers
assists for 43 pc
record including a 10-2 record in Division
in the high jump,high hurdles, and quarter mile.
'
Senior quad
Velischek, who is
- .-- of the top three
-- country by prc
defense. _Velisch
Minnesota North
on 13 goals and
Goalie Mario I
starting nod fro
Lou Lamoriello. I
goals in 1,137.
goals-against av(
percentage of .8
.
Maine coach .1
----:
7 741A-aFs must come
Pit, hope .the shooting of standout
The Maine-ProvidencCgame starts
the same
_
intet
_
sophmore-guard Maureen Burthill(16
at 2 p.m. Saturday while Friday's
hockey that th
,ppg.)and junior Patti Boulter (10 ppg)
contest gets underway at 7 p.m,
Clarkson and D
can Overcome what USM coich
going to win.
Richard Costello calls the "quickness
-We must col
—• and speed" of the Black Bears.
REBOUNDS: Home grown talentwh-O-s plans.. to -1-,Ainie Allen, a freshman .guard who
:Alternate his defenses throughout the
possesses good "quickness and .
game, said the rest of the Huskies
strength" and who is currently out of a
losses have been at the hands of
action with a possible stress
• "some good" Division. II and_ "betfracture, teamed up with Rhode
ter" Diiision III schools.
Island's Barbara Miltner on the George
The Huskies will also be relying on
Stevens Academy (Blue Hill, Maine)
the inside work of 6'1" center Luchkda
basketball team three years ago...The
. Mac Whinnie. who is averaging eight
Bears will play only their second home_
_
..
•
game ...osiL*1.4.11eir first 12 contests-rebounds a gain_c_._
In Saturday's contest against Rhode
Friday night—Captain Cathy Nason
Island. an "always strong reamfor
continues to lead theltsers in scoring
quickness,"- Fox - said she thinks
_
with 119 points(10.8 ppg.) while
"' anything can _ hapPen. Rhode Island
Julie Treadwell is second with 109 49.9
_. .
beat the Bears Tait season in
ppg•)•••cormier is shooting an
PrT
ovhiedew
nce:
ramb
-etceptional 45 percent from the foul
are ledlrdinbtys.f=rmer Black r- line (11-13)-...Emilly Ellis leads
the
Bear. Barbara Milan.er, a 6'2" ctoitter,
Bears hi rebounding with 65 (6 rpg.)
who recently scored 19 points against
while Treadwell leads the team in
Rutgers.
attTrrtiitiil
iiTwo.m'71-til
.
,
assists with 39(3.6 apg.) ...Birchen
Liss Cormier, Tammy -Gardiner and
The Wilms, Who stand 8-6 on the
Captain Cathy Nason all hustle after a
scored
51
points
her
senior year (1980loost ball in action from last season. Maine
year, also have two of the three top • 81)at Deering
hosts USM Friday,and Providence
High School in a victory
Saturday at the Pit.(Ferazzi photo)
ball-stealers-in the Atlantic Conferover Edward Little High School of
ence in Carol Smith and Maureen- Auburn. ,
---lidgirf.
— •
.• .
Also a strong rebounding team,
_Wram Michelle Washington ranks
By Ken Waltz
Coining off a couple of very —
M-usic,
poor---- second -in the Atlanti
c conference in
Staff Writer
shooting games at Providence Tournarebounding while 6-foot sophmore
and saki
_ tnent last weekend 32 percent(.1-64)
Judy
Ryaal
ck
The
club
in
scoring
from
the
floor against Providence and
avail
'The road has been a long one, but
with 13 ppg.
19.8 percent (17-8) sgainst Army,
the women's basketball team will
,
parti
es c
F_Mi said she piana.:2to switch
Maine coach Eilene Fox realizes'the
finally experience a feeling that has
deknse
s
a
Idt
this
weelten
first
stradeg
--ana.that
y for the games against
been a long time coming; that of
the team needs to "get -more than brie
USM and Rhode Island this weekend is
- ,• _
playing a gameat home.
att,e
.
to pat the ball in the basket.
,
The Black Bears. who,are_41., will
Inlrolr:oheOsc
—771kin
uriad
tefema
hi nse
:
41 fi
g")j
et - us
finally see two things Friday night for
Were going to have to score
started."
," Fox said. ---Sothething it did
the first time this season: a newly
quickly."Fox said.
_ TOL
last weekend in Providenee but-which
renovated Memorial Gymnasium and
- The Heskies from.Gorham. who will
pg. 12
couldn't make up -for the poor
their (fist in-state opponent.
bring a 10-7 record (6-0 in-state) to the • shooting by the Bears'. -

Men's Swimming-Led by record-breaking
diver Kevin Wright and
captain Jerry Traub, the men
travel to Rhode island Saturday.
The Black Bears, 9-1,
are looking for their •10th win
while the - Rams are starting
slowly at 0-3. Maine looks to
have the upper hand as they
have beaten UNH while the Wildcats
have beaten Rhode Island.
Women's Swimming--The Women
look to one of only four home meettthis year Saturday at 1 p.m. against
Dartmouth. Coach Jeff Wren's squad
_ -beat Dartmouth:Ian year handily, but
Wren expects a tougher go-around on
Saturday. Dartmouth, under-coach
Sue Letkus, is 2-3 overall but has won
its last„two meets against Pennsylvania
and UNH. Its strong swimmers include
freestyler Debbie Smith, flier Caroline
Abbott, and diver Laurie Beitz who
have all qualified for the Eastern
Seaboard Championships. Maine (3-3)
will shoot for number four.
Men's Basketball--Victory
number five and trying to stop
a three-game skid will be on ,
the minds of Skip Chappelle's/
squad when they travel/to
Vermont for games Frida.Ond
Saturday. Both squads have 11 records in the NAC and the
outcome of this weekend's games could have an

•

_

A

•

-

_

impact nhoiiii advantage come playoff time.
Men's Hockey--Jack Semler
and his club's dismal record
(3-13)isn't indicative of
the decent hockey the
Bears have been
playing lately.
Unfortunately, the record
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High-flying Providence tangles with Bears
must _ also _play smart, positi
- hockey. We have to stay away- onal
from
penalties and we can't give up many
two-on-one and three-on-twO
breaks."
e Providence College Friars, off
Semler said.
.
o their best start in 30 years,
"Province.is typical of any team
invade
Alfond Arena Saturday night for
at the top cf the division -in that tiiev
an
, ECAC -game against the. Maine
Black
are multi-faceted. They can skate or
Bears.
ayapc-game.. We -got- beat
Providence is ranked fourth in the
badly .earlier in the year because we
WDOM National College
_gaveLlip so many power-play.:cals.''..-Hockey
-Medta-Poll with a- 19'4- recci-d.
'INST .-— -Semler said-RaY-TROY--iii11 start-in
, doesn't intlude a mid-week encounter
goal for theBeins-;-Riay
. has a 5:16-gia
r uribeasrern_ The- Friars,
t_List
and has played excellent -for -Maine in
are
leading the ECAC East Region with a
his last two starts against Dartmouth
9-Z-record aid are third overall behind
and New Hampshire. Roy has 204
West-Regin powers St. Lawrence and.
, saves for an .850 save, percentage-ClarirkW Maitie-loit to Providence
LeftAving Ron Hellen leads Maine in
eaglet in tie year, 9-4.
.
•
• (see Bears pg. 12)
PC is led by seniotALkad_fovraiti
- 1ciiIrKThTnendorst. Gates(Oland° and
Paul Guay.-All- three are in the top 11
-b
oiiig in- the nation:-

University of New Hampshire gt—
ndie Gary'Pearson lunges after a puck that
eluded him in earlier action this season.. The Bieck Bears host the'll
inther_four •
ranked Rhode Island Frturs Saturday night.(LlOyd-Rees photo)

Kleineudorst
sixth in the
nation) a draftee of the -New York
Range!?;-bas;117_01als_andlrassists
for 45 points in 21 games. Orlando• -4+pOints in 22 gaMes and Guay 4111h) _leads the_ teatn with 25 goals and.18
-assists for 43 points _1,3 games,Senior guad-captain Randy
Velischek, who is considered to be OW
of the top three defensemen- in the
country by pro scouts, leads the
defense. Velischek. a draftee of the
-Minnesota North Stars, bas 35 points
On 13 goals and 22 assists. _
• Goalie Mario Proulx should•get the
starting nod from Providence cpath
Lou Lamnriello. Proulx has allowed 71
goals in 1,137. minutes for a 3.75
goals-against average. He has Save
percentage of .882 on 531- saves.
Maine coach Jack Semler said the
Bears must come-roarinwoutand play
the same intense and_ _emotionalhockey that they played • against
Clarkson_and Dartmouth if theylre,-,
going to win.
"We must come out hard, but we
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icoring with 20 points with team high
nine goals 4nd 11 assists. Linemates
Bay Jacques(8-10-18)and Pete Wier
(8-9-17) are second and third. respectively. T0d4r Bjorkstrand and Bruce'
Hegland both have 16 points (6-10)

and Rick Bglytes (3-1.2-13) round" °lit
the-top six. Bowles leads the team in
For yeirs:the-ECAC has been down
upon by thou? in college hockey as not
being strongenough to compete With
the Western powerhows (ie. North
Dakota Wisc4Win and ---414
innes°t
but that's histpry now. The ECAC may
be the strongest conference Oiierall in
The country.
The ECAC boasts five of the top 10
,Ancl eight of theitop 13 scorers in the
country and they....come from -four
different teams. The ECAC isn't just
scorers league. though The FCAC
has fctur of the top eight goalies in the
country.- based-torr-gaa-.---Next season, the Bears will travel to
tlie_Uhivesity of North f)ikota to play
two gamesagainst Fighting Sioux,. In

games. North Dakota is the defending
— NCAADKisio
chimion. '

Sign of the times—Rows of ski and snowshoe -rehtsds line
stacks in the office of
hiding Activities on the second floor of the Memorial
Union. The two rentals
will Probly
- get a lot of use because of the recent snowfall-in the
Eastern pait-OT
,
sine.

-

A world or opport„ tprie:41
graduates who choose tolOSiVr careers
at the National Security Agency From
the very outset they writ influence the
growth and direction of their fields of
specialization They will work in a challenging and stimulating environment
where matter-- affecting the Security of
the nation are part of ciur day kiddy activity
You too can experience this world
of opportunity and challenop in anr of
these NSA career fields
Electronic Engineering: There
are opportunities in a variety of
research and development projects
ranging from individual equipments to
very complex interactive systems involving large numbers of microprocessors,
mini-compute!s and
rnputer grdlphics
Professional growth is enhanced through
interaction with highly experienced NSA
Professionals and through contacts in
the industrial and academic worlds
Facilities for engineering analysis and
1 - si9n automation are among the best
available

Computer Science: At

NSA you'll
discover one of the largest computer
n the world with almost
,
-very major vendor of computer equipment represented NSA careers provide

or such
i,es as systems
Countless
coltoral
historical
analysis and design scientific applia7— tecleational and Pducational opportun
tions programming data base manage- ts are just minutes away from
NSA*.•
rnenr systems operating systems.
con wenieilt suburban location
computer networking/security, and
graphics
To find out more about NSA career
opPortunities schedule an interview
Mathematics.voull work oric144,- yourcotiege placement office
agency prooiems applying a variety oi For additional information on
the Nationat
mathematical disciplines
Specific Security Agency wrap to Mr. William
assignments might include solving Shores Coilege Recruitment
Officer
PI 051t2ITIS. National Security Agency. Attn.
M322
performing long-range mathematical IWES1 Fort George G
Meade Maryland
research or evaluating new techniques 20755..
for communications security
An Equal Opportunity Employer.
Linguists: NSA offers a wide range U.S. Citizenship
Required
of challenging assignments for Slavic
Near Eastern and Asian language majors
involving translation tnrrnscription and
analysis/reporting Newly-hired linguists
can count on receiving advanced barnmg in their primary languagetsi and can
plan on many years of continued professional growth'
Th" Rewards at NSA
NSA offers a salary and benefit
program that's truly compVitive with
private industry There are aslignments
for those who wish lp travel and abundant
good living III the Baltimore-Washington
area for those who wish to stay close to
home

The National
Secliacity.
Agency.
Where learning never ends.

